
A time to share joy and celebrate. The zebra 

and giraffe both symbolise everything we wish 

for 2021. To love ourselves for our individuality, 

each zebra carries a unique stripe design, as a 

herd they blend perfectly and keep safe from 

the prowling lion. Safer together yet beautiful in 

one’s own right, an apt reminder of the 

importance of community. The zebra is never 

tamed a wild wonder indeed.

Our giraffe looks ahead in life takes the view up 

and above trivia and negativity. Intuitive, graceful, 

affectionate and patient attributes there to bring 

joy. 

Paisleys and botanicals embellished with our 

animals hidden within, this collection brings 

thoughtful gifting from us to you.

Wild Wonder & Joy
LAUNCHING AUTUMN/WINTER 2021
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FORMULATIONS

Formulations in the range include shea butter, 

vitamin E, pro vitamin B5, glycerin, aloe vera, 

tulip flower extract, and essential oils of 

eucalyptus, lavender, patchouli and ylang ylang. 

FRAGRANCE 

The fragrance opens with notes of fresh green 

leaves and vibrant marigold, leading to a calming 

heart of jasmine and lily of the valley, rich 

sandalwood and soft vanilla add depth and 

warmth to the base. Infused with essential oils 

of eucalyptus, lavender and patchouli, a scent to 

promote a feeling of relaxation and wellbeing.
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Hand Cream 100ml
In embossed tin  

Hand Cream Trilogy 3 x 30ml
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Scented Soap
In embossed heart 

shaped tin  

Velvety Soft Hand Bag Essentials 
Contains: 30ml Hand Wash & 30ml Hand 

Cream 
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Bath Bomb Crackers 9 x 5g  Bath Flowers 90g 
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Pampering Bodycare Duo 
In embossed tin  

Contains: 100ml Body Wash and 100ml Hand & Body Cream
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Bath & Bedtime Bliss Collection
Contains: 100ml Pillow Mist, 100ml Hand & Body Cream and  

150g Bath Salts 
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Ultimate Relax & Reset Bodycare Gift
Contains: 100ml Body Wash, 100ml Hand & Body 

Cream and 150g Bath Salts 
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Scented Drawer Liners 
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Hot Water Bottle 750ml 
With velvet cover

Velvet Lavender Filled Eye MaskPillow Mist 100ml
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Thank You


